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Scale 1:10 
Paper Size: A4
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                      : Fold
                            : Placing
                 : Dimensions
             : Hem

Paper Pattern 
Fabric: Lyco Linen 50% TENCEL, 50% Organic Cotton Linen
Width 137 cm (54 inches), Length 250 cm (100 inches)





Order Of Assembly of Reform

Front Bodice
Cut out patterns including seam allowance. 
Double 1 cm fold on the sides and hem of the front panel and stitch.
3. Attach the front panels to the front bodice and stitch on the shoulder seam, 1cm from
the edge on the right sides of the fabric. 

Pockets
4. Fold the semi-circle piece into half, right side of the fabric facing each other. Stitch
1 cm away from the curve before �ipping it.
5. Double 1cm fold on the opening and top stitch a line 1 cm away, and another one
close to the edge.
6. Press it �at with the iron before placing it on the big pocket piece. Top stitch close to the
edge, except for the opening.
4. Stitch two big pocket pieces together along the curve, right side of the fabric facing each
other, 1cm away from the edge.
5. Flip out the pocket piece, iron �at before a double 1cm fold on the top of the pocket.
Use a double top stitch line, one 1cm away from the edge and another line close to
the edge of the pocket.
6. Repeat for the other pocket piece.

Back Bodice
1. Join the two back panels together on the curve and stitch 1 cm away from the edge. 
2. Double 1cm fold on the sides of the joined back panels and stitch. Finish it with
closed seam overlocking.
3. Double 1cm fold for the hem of the back panel and stitch.
4. Attach the back panel to the back bodice and stitch on the shoulder seam, 1cm from
the edge on the right side.

Joining The Pieces
1. Attach the front and back bodice and sew the side seam together on the wrong side, 
from hem to under arm, 1cm away from the edge. Press �at with the iron before overlocking the 
edges.
2. Double 1cm fold on the hem of the garment and top stitch 1cm away, and a line close
to the edge of the garment. Add the pockets on the designated spots, shown on the pattern.
3. Mark out the points for the strap loops, shown as stars on pattern, with a 10 cm distance 
away from each other. Start on the edge of the neckline on the front bodice for the 
strap loops. (39 loops in total)
4. Do the same for the back bodice, with the starting point 5cm away from the neckline.
5. Cut the strips for strap loops. For each strap loop, stitch on 2 edges with the right
side of the fabric facing the right side.

6. Flip it out and fold 1cm inwards. Top stitch on the edge of the strap loop. Repeat it for
all the strap loop pieces.
7. Cut the rectangular strips that serve as bias binding for the shoulder seam. Fold it
into half and iron. Fold the edges of the strips to meet the ironed line in the middle.
8. Attach the strap loops and rectangular strips to the shoulder seam seam and stitch
1 cm away from the seam line.

9. For the panels at the 4 corners of cutting pattern, cut them out and stitch the
same pieces together. Join them by stitching the edges, while leaving one side free to �ip it.
10. Flip out the panel and top stitch onto the smaller curved piece. Place the side panel 
pocket on the panel
11. Attach the curved pieces to the front necklace, at the point at which the neckline
meets the front panels.
12. Stitch them together on the neckline. Double 1cm fold on the curved neckline.
13. Ensure that all strap loops are sewn to the marked points on the garment: neckline,
shoulder seams, back hem of garment and front panels.
14. Loop cotton cords through the strap loops, beginning along the shoulder seams in a
shoe-laced manner as seen below.


